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Before You Start 
 

 
 

Before you start 
The setup data type management codes must be configured before running a migration program. The 
setup data codes can be imported or input manually. You can download the setup data here.  
 
Now you can follow the integration guide as you normally would. 
 

After you’re done 
When the TR migration is done, an Operations ticket needs to be created to reprocess the ETL.  
 
The ETL should be run 36 hours after the migration has been completed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Due to the current configuration of Risk Assess, please follow the steps below to ensure your 
World-Check One integration is successful. 
 
Please note that these steps will be eliminated in an upcoming release of Risk Assess. 
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Introduction 
 

Refinitiv (Thomson Reuters) World-Check One is an optional data source for screening companies, their 
beneficial owners and vessels. Coupa has supported an integration with the Thomson Reuters 
Screening Online (SOL) service since 2013. Subsequently, Thomson Reuters released a new platform 
and API called World-Check One (WC1).  The new platform and API continues to rely on the same 
content-set comprised of: Law Enforcement, Other Bodies, PEP, Regulatory Enforcement and Sanction.  
 
The new World Check One (WC1) API provides, among other features: 

• The ability to screen entity names, with or without secondary fields such as date of birth for 
individuals. These names are called “cases” within the World-Check One system. 

• The ability to retrieve results of the screening process from the World-Check database. 
• The ability to flag cases for Ongoing Screening and retrieve the World-Check results from the 

Ongoing Screening process. 

 
 
This document describes how Risk Assess can now integrate with this new platform. For more 
information on integrating with World-Check One, contact your Coupa Professional Services 
representative or Customer Success Manager. For information on World-Check, visit the product 
website at https://www.refinitiv.com/en/products/world-check-kyc-screening.  
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This document outlines the steps required for initial setup as well as the steps for customers to access 
and manage data.  
 

Thomson Reuters information you will need 
Setting up access to the World-Check One platform 
Risk Assess users must have access to Refinitiv to add match analysis (risk and status) information to 
the platform. 
 
Enhancements have been made to the authentication mechanism between Risk Assess and World 
Check One, enabling enhanced security and will require a different configuration process, as outlined 
below.  

1. Each individual user will need to setup a Thomson Reuters OnePass account – username and 
password. 

2. When the migration of the data is completed, and the TR Group and Users are migrated, each 
user will receive a registration key via email.  

  
3. This registration key will need to be added to the individual user’s OnePass account by clicking 

on the “Add registration key” link. 
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4. Enter the registration key, provide a Custom label and your email address 
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Group Identifier for use in Risk Assess 
The GroupIdentifier is a GUID that you can retrieve from the World-Check One platform by 
navigating to Admin>>Groups>><Group Name> area and extracting it from the highlighted URL address 
below. This is the 34-character alphanumeric string between the keywords groups%2F and %2F in the 
URL. In the instance that there are multiple groups setup in WC1 and you would like to configure Risk 
Assess to use these different groups then please create a Coupa support ticket to get the 
GroupIdentifier for each group. 

 

API information for the WC1 authentication setup in Risk Assess 
This information can be found in World-Check One platform under Admin>>Users>><User>>>User 
details. See the highlighted information. In case you do not see this information please contact  
Thomson Reuters support for help. 
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New Client Setup 
Overall Process Steps 
The process and triggers to kick off screening of the Supplier and its principals is highly configurable 
within Coupa. However, the following steps must be followed: 

1. Setup access to the World-Check One platform by following the steps in the previous section. 
2. Setup the four (4) robo programs as described in the ensuing pages of this guide. 
3. Run the World Checker robo first on a single Supplier enrollment only one time. This will create 

all the necessary Setup Data, UDFs and UDO needed for the integration. 
Note: The Display Name, Association Heading and Reporting Display Name for the newly 
created UDO are set to World-Check One. 

4. Setup the Setup Data with TR WC1 authentication information – the API Key and Secret Key as 
explained in the section API information for the WC1 authentication setup in Risk Assess 

5. Enroll all Suppliers in the Initial robo and run the robo. This will establish a unique case for each 
Supplier and Supplier Principal being screened. 

6. Run the Delta to Queue robo on a single enrollment only one time. This relies on the 
enrollments in the Initial robo and retrieves ALL results for all cases from TR WC1 without 
regard to the last updated date.  It also sets the last updated date. This ensures that all results 
are retrieved and the Risk Assess and TR WC1 systems are in sync. 

7. Run the Daily Delta on a single enrollment on a desired periodicity (typically daily). 
8. Any errors encountered during the running of any of the four robo programs are logged to the 

Program Workflow Error Log under Admin (Admin>>Program Management>>Program Workflow 
Error Log). 

World Checker Robo program configuration 
Setup a new Robo program with the Robo – Third Party Service Workflow component containing the 
following configuration: 
 
{ "Settings":  
  { "Name": "World Checker Setup", "LogLevel": 0 }, 
    "Steps": [ { "WorldCheckOneSetupSettings": {} } ] 
} 
 

This Robo needs a single enrollment for new clients. Typically, you would setup a supplier called 
“Coupa” and use that as the enrollment in this Robo program. World Checker can be run at any time to 
do a sanity/health check of the configuration. It will do the following each time it is run. 

Note: Refinitiv UDF should not be migrated but generated by the configuration program in each 
tenant. 
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1) Create all the necessary Setup Data 
 

2) The following UDF will be created with the following setup data. 
 

a. TR_AUTH 
Initially, the two setup codes are created.  The ApiKey and SecretKey values should be 
retrieved from the WC1 platform for the user account that will be used for screening. 

 
 

b. wcMatchRisk 
These are the default match risk values from WC1 

 
 

c. wcMatchStatus 
These are the default match status values from WC1: 

 
d. wcMatchStrength 

These are match strength values from WC1. These must not be changed. 
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e. wcNameType 

 
 

f. wcUpdateCategorization 
When profiles are updated in WC1 they are assigned an update category. These are 
defined in the WC1 documentation 1(Update Categorization Reference Guide).  

 

  

 
1 This documentation is available to authorized users of the World-Check One platform from the Help section in the 
platform. You will need to login to the World-Check One platform and navigate to the Help section. 
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g. worldCheckCategories 

 
 

h. WorldCheckLastRunDates 

 
There will be a separate one for each WC1 group. The Display Name gets updated by the 
Initial, Delta to Queue and Delta robo programs. 

 
3) Create UDFs on Supplier and Supplier Principal - New UDFs will be created with the field-name 

format <tr_wc1_fieldname>.  Only those UDFs that don’t already exist are created. 
a. Supplier UDFs 

 
b. Supplier Principal UDFs 
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4) Creates the World-Check One UDO 

 
5) Checks and verifies the configuration of the Initial Robo program (Api / Secret key).  
6) Check the custom fields configuration and filter (UDF) fields settings 

a. Retrieve all the custom fields from the API 
b. Check to see if any fields are marked as mandatory 
c. Log an exception if any of the custom field values are missing in the config 

i. If a field is marked mandatory: Log as WORLDCHECKER ERROR 
ii. Otherwise log a warning 

7) Check matching Initial / Delta pairs 
a. Retrieve the Initial and Delta Robo programs 
b. Check to see if they have an API Key and a Secret Key setting defined 
c. Check to see if every Delta Robo Program has a matching Initial Robo program 

configuration 
i. If there are multiple pairs a group identifier is used to identify the paired 

programs 
8) Test World-Check One API Connection 

a. Make a call to the World-Check One API for all programs to authenticate their 
credentials 

b. Log an exception if the call fails  
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9) OPTIONAL: This program will also migrate data from the TR SOL (legacy) integration over to the 
WC1 integration. See Migrate Existing Tenant from SOL to WC1 for more details. 

Initial Robo program configuration 
This program looks at each enrollment and establishes a case for the Supplier Corporate Name and 
each of the Supplier Principals (First + Middle + Last Name).  It also retrieves all results and populates 
the Risk Assess UDO.  This program needs to be run once for every enrollment. 
 
{ "Settings":  
  { "Name": "World Check Initial Enrollment", "LogLevel": 0 }, 
    "Steps": [ { "WorldCheckOneInitialEnrollmentSettings": 
               { "ApiKeySetupCode": "WC_ApiKey",  
                 "SecretKeySetupCode": "WC_SecretKey",  
                 "GroupIdentifier": "5l8v60w40rw01f3gjsqgq30ve", 
                 "CustomFields": [ 
                    {"Name": "SupplierNumber", "Value": "suppliernumber"}, 
                    {"Name": "ExternalReference", "Value": "externalreference"}, 
                    {"Name": "Website", "Value": "website"}, 
                    {"Name": "SupplierName", "Value": "name"}, 
                    {"Name": "Country", "Value": "ultimatecountry"}, 
                    {"Name": "CustomField1","Value": "udf:supplierudf"}, 
                    {"Name": "CustomField2","Value": "parentudf:supplierudf"}, 
                    {"Name": "CustomField3","Value": "udf:principaludf"} 
            ] 
        } 
    }] 
} 

The GroupIdentifier is a GUID that you can retrieve from the WC1 tool as explained in the section 
titled Group Identifier for use in Risk Assess. 

Custom fields are used to display additional information and must be created in Refinitiv if you 
want to use them. 

Note: Custom fields are optional and not used for screening. 

1) Risk Assess extracts all relevant data from the database. The Risk Assess data objects 
referenced are: 

a. Supplier Corporate Name 
b. Supplier Principals First Name + Middle Name + Last Name 
c. Name Type UDF (on Supplier and Supplier Principal) 

2) Risk Assess uses the value specified in the Name Type UDF to construct a query containing the 
following information: 
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a. Name Type = Individual: System shall look for the following UDFs (secondary identifiers) 
on the Supplier or Principal object to auto-adjudicate results that do not match the 
specified values: 

i. Gender: UDF Name with valid values: [ Male | Female | Unspecified ] 
ii. Date of Birth: UDF Name with a valid date [DD/MMM/YYYY] or blank value 

iii. Country Location (The country where the Individual is residing, stationed, 
working or known to operate): UDF of type setup data dropdown - with country 
selection or blank value 

iv. Place of Birth: UDF of type setup data dropdown - with date value or blank value 
v. Nationality: UDF of type setup data dropdown - with country selection or blank 

value 
b. Name Type = Organization: System shall look for the following UDF (secondary 

identifier) on the Supplier or Principal object to auto-adjudicate results that do not 
match the specified values: 

i. Registered Country:  UDF of type setup data dropdown - with country selection 
c. Name Type = Vessel: System shall look for the following UDF (secondary identifier) on 

the Supplier or Principal object to auto-adjudicate results that do not match the 
specified values: 

i. IMO Number: UDF of type masked textbox numeric - with a valid International 
Maritime Organization Number (seven-digit number) For example: 8814275 

d. Name Type – blank: System will do a non-denominational search and will not apply any 
secondary identifiers even if a value is specified for them. 

e. Risk Assess then submits each Supplier and Supplier Principal automatically as a “case” 
to the World-Check One (WC1) screening service. WC1 returns a unique Case Number 
for each name (Supplier or Supplier Principal).  This case number is stored in the Risk 
Assess application for future reference. Each case is marked for ongoing screening (OGS) 
in WC1. 

 
f. The total number of results (matches) retrieved from WC1 are stored as a numeric value 

in the Supplier-level UDF called Match Count (tr_wc1_matchcount). 

 
If any secondary identifiers were specified, then the integration auto-resolves the 
results that do not satisfy the secondary criteria and sets their match status to FALSE.  
 
In Refinitiv, you have the option to resend all screening results with match status FALSE.  
 

Note: When requesting a supplier to fill-out their principals (company 
ownership), these UDF cannot be added in principals object that is used in 
program. 
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Delta To Queue Robo program configuration 
This program retrieves all existing results from WC1 since when the case was first screened and 
synchronizes them with the results in Risk Assess.  It also updates the Setup Data 
worldCheckLastRunDates for the matching Group Id. It requires only one enrollment (typically “Coupa” 
Supplier). When it runs, it refers to the Initial enrollments and for each case retrieves all results from 
WC1.  This can be especially useful to ensure that the results in both systems are in sync.  Typically, this 
will need to be run only once.   
NOTE: FOR TENANTS THAT ARE BEING MIGRATED FROM SOL TO WC1, THIS PROGRAM ALSO RETRIEVES THE 
ADDITIONAL FIELDS FROM WC1 FOR EACH RESULT AND POPULATES THE WORLD-CHECK ONE UDO WITH THAT 
INFORMATION. 
 
Setup a new Robo program with the Robo – Third Party Service Workflow component containing the 
following configuration: 
 
{ "Settings":  
  { "Name": "World Check Delta To Queue", "LogLevel": 0 }, 
    "Steps": [ 
      { "WorldCheckOneDeltaToQueueSettings": 
        { "GroupIdentifier": "5l8v60w40rw01f3gjsqgq30ve" } 
      } 
    ] 
} 
 
This program ignores the WorldCheckLastRunDates and updates the “Last Updated Date” display name 
for the WorldCheckLastRunDates setup data at the end of its run. It also sets the “Last Updated Date” 
UDF value for each Supplier that has any of the aforementioned updates. 
 

Delta Robo program configuration 
This program uses a single enrollment (typically a supplier called “Coupa”) and is run periodically 
(typically, daily) and retrieves any changes to existing cases since the Last Run Date from the 
WorldCheckLastRunDates setup data. Changes could be of three types: 

1. Updates to an existing profile that a result (match) references, which will be indicated by the 
Update Categorization rating of C1, C2, C3 or C4 in the World-Check One UDO row matching 
the result 

2. A new result referencing a new profile that was entered into the WC1 database.  There are 2 
date fields available in the World-Check One UDO that store the “Entered Date” and “Updated 
Date” for each profile. 

3. Any adjudication that might have been done for the result by setting a “Match Risk” and 
“Match Status”. 

This program can be matched up with the “Initial Robo” by using the same “Group Identifier” setting in 
the component configuration. It updates the “Last Updated Date” display name for the 
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WorldCheckLastRunDates setup data and sets the “Last Updated Date” UDF value for each Supplier 
that has any of the aforementioned updates. 
 
{ "Settings":  
  { "Name": "World Check Daily Delta", "LogLevel": 0 }, 
    "Steps": [  
     { "WorldCheckOneDailyDeltaSettings":  
       { "GroupIdentifier": "5l8v60w40rw01f3gjsqgq30ve" }  
     } 
    ] 
} 
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Migrating from SOL to WC1 
Overall Process Steps 
The process and triggers to kick off screening of the Supplier and its principals is highly configurable 
within Coupa. Migrating an existing TR SOL tenant over to World-Check One involves close 
coordination with the Thomson Reuters team, the customer representative who is our main user and 
understands the operation of the existing integration, and a Opus Professional Services member. The 
following steps must be followed: 

1. Make sure that Thomson Reuters has migrated the customer from their legacy platform over to 
World-Check One. This migration takes roughly an hour to complete but must be scheduled 
with the Thomson Reuters team. 

a. Leading up to the migration of data is also the appropriate time to advise our customer 
to schedule the training of their users on the World-Check One platform. 

b. The training and migration will need to be coordinated by the customer directly with the 
Thomson Reuters representatives. 

2. After the migration is completed, Thomson Reuters will issue the authentication credentials to 
the World-Check One platform. You will need the API Key and API Secret in addition to the 
GroupIdentifier to complete the configuration in Risk Assess. 

3. Configure the four robo programs as described above in this document. 
4. Please download existing data using the ad-hoc reports in Risk Assess before you go to step 4. 
5. Run the World Checker robo first after enrolling a single supplier. This will create all the 

necessary Setup Data, UDFs and UDO needed for the integration. 
6. Run the World Checker robo again after enrolling the rest of the Suppliers with their enrollment 

set to a future date and status Active. This second run will transform the existing Thomson 
Reuters UDO in several important ways: 

a. The UDO will be altered, and several new fields will be added (refer to Creates the 
World-Check One UDO) 

Notes:  
• Display Name, Association Heading and Reporting Display name are not changed.   
• Also, because of a known issue with the data dictionary, the newly created fields are 

not visible unless any one of the fields is edited and saved manually in the Data 
Dictionary.  

• The very first time World Checker runs (step 5), it will attempt to connect with WC1 
and fail since there is no authentication information specified. This is to be expected.  
Authentication information needs to be specified as per Step 6 below. 

7. Inactivate existing TR fields either manually from Risk Assess Admin>> Data Dictionary 
Management – Fields or via an import from Risk Assess Admin>>Integration>>Data Dictionary 
Field Import by using the attached import template 

 
WorldCheckSetup_I
nactivateExistingTRFields.xlsx
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8. Setup the values in the TR_AUTH setup data with the WC1 authentication information – the API 
Key and Secret Key as explained in the section API information for the WC1 authentication 
setup in Risk Assess 

9. Setup the Initial robo as explained in section Initial Robo program configuration and enroll all 
Suppliers in the Initial robo and run the robo. This will establish a unique case for each new 
Supplier and Supplier Principal being screened.  This robo will do nothing for any migrated 
Suppliers. 
Note: This behavior is different as compared to a new tenant setup. 

10. Setup the Delta to Queue robo as described in section Delta To Queue Robo program 
configuration on a single enrollment and run it only one time. This relies on the enrollments on 
the Initial robo and retrieves ALL results for all cases from TR WC1 without regard to the last 
updated date.  It also sets the last updated date. This ensures that all results are retrieved and 
the Risk Assess and TR WC1 systems are in sync. This robo will also retrieve all the data from 
WC1 and populate the additional fields that were created in the World-Check One UDO by the 
World Checker robo (step 4). 
Note: The migration could take time to complete depending on the number of cases being 
migrated.  For 60,000 cases it would take up to 20 hours. 

11. Setup the Daily Delta as described in section Delta Robo program configuration on a single 
enrollment and set it to run on a desired periodicity (typically daily). This must be done only 
after the data has been migrated completely. 

12. Any errors encountered during the running of any of the four robo programs are logged to the 
Program Workflow Error Log under Admin (Admin>>Program Management>>Program Workflow 
Error Log). 
 

Expected time to complete migration 
Here is a guide to the expected duration for each robo for 8,700 Suppliers and 19,000 Supplier 
Principals (a total of approximately 28,000 cases) 
 

TR migration of data 
This needs to be scheduled with 

Thomson Reuters 

World Checker 
Robo program 

Initial 
Robo program 

Delta to queue 
Robo program 

1-2 Hours 2-3 Hours <1 Hour 1 Day 
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How to view the WC1 data in Risk Assess 
View All Supplier 
Once the initial setup is complete and the robos have run, here is how the Supplier grid page can be 
configured to show the Match Count and Last Updated Date for each screened Supplier 
 

 
 

View a Supplier Record 
Clicking on any of the screened suppliers will display the Supplier Information.  All fields related to 
Thomson Reuters will be grouped and displayed as follows: 
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View World-Check One matches  
From inside the supplier record hovering the mouse over the World-Check One association or clicking 
the association link will display the following: 

 
 
Clicking the View link will display all the information about that specific result (match) as follows: 

 
 
Clicking on any of links under “Name Screened” will navigate you to that specific Case in the World-
Check One platform in a separate browser window. 
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Clicking on any of the links under the “Match Name” column will navigate you to the specific result 
(match) in the World-Check One platform in a separate browser window. 

 
Note: There is a known issue as of the publishing of this document with this link – this link navigates 
the user to the intended destination but displays a warning “You do not have necessary permission 
to perform this action”.  Opus is working with Thomson Reuters to resolve this issue. A resolution 
date is to be determined. 
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Reporting 
All the information retrieved from WC1 is available for reporting within the Ad-Hoc Reporting feature 
of Risk Assess 
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Appendix 
Program Workflow Error Log messages 
WorldChecker 

Error in creating setup data  WORLDCHECKER ERROR: The integration was unable to auto-
create the necessary UDO and/or UDFs and/or Setup Data. 

Error during migration  WORLDCHECKER ERROR: The integration encountered errors 
during migration of data from the SOL integration to the 
World Check One integration.  

Delta does not have a 
matching initial program  

WORLDCHECKER ERROR: The Delta Update Robo <Delta 
Program Name> cannot find the Initial Robo program. Please 
make sure that both programs are configured to use the 
same World Check One group and API credentials. 

Error during connection to 
the World-Check One API  

WORLDCHECKER ERROR: There was an unexpected error 
encountered when the integration tried to connect to the 
World Check One API. Please make sure the configuration is 
correct. 

Log a warning if a non-
required custom field is not 
specified in the 
configuration  

WORLDCHECKER WARNING: Some non-mandatory custom 
field(s) were not specified in the component configuration in 
Risk Assess. Missing Custom Fields: 
<list of CUSTOM FIELD NAMES> 

Log an error if a required 
custom field is not specified 
in the configuration  

WORLDCHECKER ERROR: Some mandatory custom field(s) 
were not specified in the component configuration in Risk 
Assess. Missing Custom Fields : 
<list of CUSTOM FIELD NAMES> 

Migration completed INFO 
message  

WORLDCHECKER INFO: Migration has been completed from 
SOL integration to World Check One integration. Check the 
logs for any errors specific to migration. 

 
Initial Enrollment 

No Available API / Secret 
key in configuration 

Missing API / Secret key in configuration. Please provide the 
correct API and Secret key in the TR_AUTH setup data.  

When Users try to enroll an 
object that is not a supplier 

INITIAL SCREENING WARNING: The enrollment 
<ENROLLMENT> is not of type Supplier/Third Party and has 
been ignored by the World Check One integration. 
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When the API was not able 
to return results back  

INITIAL SCREENING ERROR: The World Check One API did not 
respond for enrollment <ENROLLMENT>. The enrollment 
status has been set to “Error”. Please attempt to run this 
enrollment again. 

When enable ongoing 
screening fails due to API 
being down  

INITIAL SCREENING ERROR: The World Check One integration 
was unable to enable ongoing monitoring for Screened 
Name: <Supplier/Principal Name>, Case#: <Case Number>. 
Please attempt to turn on ongoing monitoring again for this 
name by checking the TR Monitoring UDF. 
Note: Unchecks the TR Monitoring checkbox if it fails to 
enable on going screening 

When an error occurs when 
trying to create an udo for 
enrolled object.  

INITIAL SCREENING WARNING: Unable to create a match 
record in the Risk Assess Thomson Reuters UDO. Match 
name: <Match Name>, Case#: <Case Number>, Screened 
Name: <Supplier/Principal Name>. Please modify the case in 
World Check One to force the integration to create the 
match in Risk Assess. 

 
Daily Delta 

Error in getting case details 
for objects enrolled  

DELTA UPDATE ERROR: The World Check One API did not 
respond with details for the Case: <CASE#>, Screened Name: 
<Supplier/Principal Name>. The integration will attempt to 
retrieve updates for this case the next time it runs.  

Daily delta failure in 
creating a new initial 
screening for modified 
entity 

DELTA UPDATE ERROR: The integration encountered an error 
when it tried to create a new case when screening a name 
that was modified. Previous Case: <CASE#>, Screened Name: 
<Supplier/Principal Name>. The integration will attempt to 
screen the modified name again the next time it runs. 

Daily delta failed to archive 
case for modified entity 

DELTA UPDATE ERROR: The integration encountered an error 
when it tried to archive the case when screening a name that 
was modified. Previous Case: <CASE#>, Screened Name: 
<Supplier/Principal Name>. The integration will attempt to 
screen the modified name again the next time it runs. 

Daily delta unexpected 
error trying to get screening 
updates 

DELTA UPDATE ERROR: The World Check API encountered an 
unexpected error when trying to retrieve screening updates. 
Case: <CASE#>, Screened Name: <Supplier/Principal Name>. 
The integration will attempt to retrieve the results again the 
next time it runs. 
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Daily delta error updating a 
specific udo with match 
data 

DELTA UPDATE WARNING: Unable to update a match record 
in the Risk Assess Thomson Reuters UDO. Match name: 
<Match Name>, Case#: <Case Number>, Screened Name: 
<Supplier/Principal Name>. 

Daily delta unable to enable 
/ disable ongoing screening 
for given case 

DELTA UPDATE ERROR: Unable to change the status of 
ongoing monitoring for Screened Name: <Supplier/Principal 
Name>, Case#: <Case Number>. Please attempt to retry by 
changing the TR Monitoring UDF. 
Note: Unchecks the TR Monitoring checkbox if it fails to 
enable on going screening 

 

Benefits of the new WC1 integration compared to the previous SOL 
integration 

1. Improved Failure Handling and a new Program Workflow Error Log. 
2. Passwords not stored in component configuration.  
3. Better configurability around setting screening based on Name Type (Organization, Individual, 

Vessel, Non-denominational) 
4. Support for secondary identifiers and auto-adjudication at the name level. 
5. Retrieving and storing Match Count on the Supplier record.  This will enable to quickly 

determine which Suppliers were screened but did not result in any matches. 
6. Ability to support multiple groups in World-Check One. This will enable a customer to, for 

example, screen a set of suppliers using an EXACT match threshold while screening the rest 
using a FUZZY match threshold. 

7. An audit tool called World Checker that will serve as a health/sanity check of the integration 
configuration. 

8. Much more information retrieved from WC1 and stored in Risk Assess. There are 21 fields being 
retrieved compared to the 7 that the SOL integration had.  All this information is available in Ad 
Hoc reporting. 

9. Update categorization information for updated profiles in WC1 is now available in Risk Assess. 
10. Profile entered, and updated dates are also available in Risk Assess. 
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Revision History 
 
Revision Date Author Description of changes 

A 11.17.18 sdb Initial release 

B 01.24.19 sdb Updated with a separate section for migrating customers from SOL 
to WC1 

C 02.27.19 sdb Updated step 6 for migration from SOL to WC1 

 


